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About This Game

Adam Turner was an unfortunate man who was surrounded by people who could all benefit from his death but who actually
murdered him? Play the detective in this classic whodunit mystery to find out! Interview the suspects including his wife, sister,

friend, the housemaid, the paperboy and a shadowy mafia figure. The plot gets thicker and thicker as you find evidences against
all suspects. It is up to you to figure out who murdered Adam Turner!

•A classic whodunit murder mystery
•Interview suspects and find the killer!

•Case file stores all evidences you collect
•A detailed plot that gets thicker as you investigate
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My favourite weapon pack so far.

- The Lebensauger .308 is a great sniper rifle, as a matter of fact, it renders the Rattlesnake obsolete. The Lebensauger deals
more damage, has a higher rate of fire and stability, and you can even get it more concealed than the Rattlesnake.

- The Kross Vertex is a good smg, tough not my favourite. With a 1200 rpm fire rate, it is better treated like a rifle, going for
small bursts aimed for the head, while when i use a smg i prefer a pray-and-spray model. However, it still has a quick reload and
a large ammo pool of 120 rounds (which will disappear in no time if you spray the Kross Vertex)

- The pistol crossbow is more of a toy for me than an actual weapon. A cool novelty for stealth, but i still prefer a suppressed
Judge, so I can knock back guards into comfortable spots, or even a good old fashioned pistol with a suppressor, simply because
I have a chance to take on alerted Murky guards, while with the crossbow you have only one shot, that may not kill. Not a
problem when you are in point blank range, but a bigger one when at a larger distance. Moreover, you can get the pistol
crossbow only to 28 concealment, with a base of 26.
Additionally, the bolts from the crossbow fall down much quicker than from the Plansrider bow. Makes it even harder to use in
combat.

- The shurikens are actually quite usefull outside stealth, tough on DW i would prefer a molotov or nades. The shurikens are
poisoned, an the poison works quite well on specials (except for the bulldoser, for obvious reasons), making them vomit much
faster than form poisoned arrows or bolts. I managed to stop a charging cloaker with it once. If it's not enough, you can pick
your shurikens up after you throw them. Usefull as hell.

Once again: This is my favourite weapon pack so far.. its not good. Edit: Certain people seem clueless to the fact that a game
needs to have good single player if it doesn't have online multiplayer. This game's single player is horrible and is not worth the
price of the game at all. I wasn't looking for a game to play with friends. I was looking into a game that plays well single player.
And the fact they need you to sign in to your steam account to prove you have the game to play with other people... That's
beyond stupid. This game is bad unless you live in a condensed neighborhood where all your friends live within 4 miles of you.
Then you might MIGHT get some enjoyment out of this game. Go get better versions of this game. This is a common genre on
Steam and I suggest you look into better ones.

Without online multiplayer this game has you rely on hooking up gamepads and playing with local friends. Not to mention it
forces you to create\/sync up a steam account. Which can be good but without an online mode this seems rather pointless other
than character looks. Main issues is that it's not very user friendly and what if you don't have any local friends? Well you have
the AI but that does get boring quick. I'd not recommend it until some sort of online feature is implemented.. No. Just NO. Too
many problems with this, the first being the ridiculous audio settings.. The first problem is the audio. Unless you turn the music
all the way down to 0%, the music is way too loud compared to the voice volume, even if you max out the voice. Ugh.

Watch my "Let's Play" and Review of this game right here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SJK4sxPmpo8

The second problem is the voice acting is terrible. When you hear a totally fake cry, it just comes off really cheesy.

But my main problem with this game is the super simple, forced plot that doesn't make you feel anything or care about the
character(s) in the story. It's a rushed, super cheesy plot and just feels "wrong" and "rushed" in every way.

The game was left running accidently while I was afk after I completed the whole game, and one play through the game will
likely take you somewhere between 30 and 45 minutes. It's not a long virtual novel at all.

There's no excuse for a visual novel like this that they ask any amount of money for feeling so shallow and "rushed". To
compare, the visual novel "The Sad Story of Emmeline Burns" is FREE right here on Steam, and is about ten times better then
this game.

1 out of 10. Not Recommended.. Decent little minigame collection, even if the actual dexterity-levels are horribly janky..
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Gameplay was okay and I thought the artstyle was fitting. However, it's not worth $15. Way too short of a game and I'm not sure
why there's only 3-player Co-Op when there are 4 playable characters. Music was extremely grating, too.
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I like the concept, but the events need some massive balancing. I've talked to the developers and they say the following problem
will be fixed. Based on them being so involved I'm going to give this a recommendation for now. As an example of my latest
world, everything was going great, really really great, and then I had to pick a card that would give me a large population
increase and I knew my game was \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. In most, but not all, of my games a large population increase
results in a demographics disaster that never ends. I spent about 30-50 turns spending the 10 logos to avoid the disaster, my
population mit the max 10 billion but still the event would not end. Eventually I ran out of logos when I missed my 35 each
bonus and 7 billion people died the first round then because of course there was a giant population change the event happened
again (And again and again and again each turn until the end) The second time it occured of course it caused a gaia event that
occured at the same time until survival was not possible. Now, had there been a way out of that death spiral, that would have
been fun, and challenging, but there wasn't. So as of currently, I wouldn't recomend this game at its full price, the concept is
good and thought provoking and fun, but completely unballanced with no way out of death spiral scenarios, you are just along
for the ride.. Fantastic music and effects. All well combined.. Brilliant platformer. I love the game, but it depends on what you
look for in a visual novel. If your main interest is unlocking unique art scenes for special endings and first kisses and such, then
unfortunately you'll be disappointed. When you complete a playthrough, you're greeted by a black screen with a very simple
"The end".

However, the writing is solid and compelling, the character designs are fantastic, and I would die for Eva. If you're like me, and
you're in it for the story rather than the art, then As We Know It is absolutely worth the price!. Only nine holes at the moment
which take about 20 minutes to beat. Solid control system and worth the $3.

I look forward to more holes and a custom map editor that the developer has mentioned is on their to-do list.. awesome , now i
can play game rust. fixed my fps , recommend 100% | 10\/10
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